EMG/NCV in the evaluation of spine trauma with radicular symptoms

Andrew J. Haig, MD, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; John C. Kincaid, MD, Indiana University, Indianapolis; Timothy Dillingham, MD, MS, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Peter Grant, MD, private practice, Medford, OR: A recent article by Charles and Souayah1 concludes that electrodiagnostic testing for spinal disorders is of little value. As neurologists and physiatrist subspecialists in the field, we disagree. Much of the evidence presented is incorrect, incomplete, or outdated, leading to faulty conclusions. This short letter can only highlight a few problems. The authors claim that no practice guidelines are available when these are readily available from the American Association of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic Medicine and others.2,3 The article cites early unmasked studies to claim that paraspinal EMG has such a high false-positive rate that it is useless. This contrasts with the modern literature. For example, a masked, double-controlled study using validated reproducible techniques and established norms found that abnormal paraspinal EMG was 100% specific, in great contrast to the low specificity of diagnostic imaging.4 In addition to positively diagnosing spinal nerve disorders, EMG has also been shown in various situations to detect diseases that mimic spinal disorders, localize pathology for surgical and injection treatments, establish the duration of symptoms, establish the severity of disease, and predict or validate outcomes from certain spinal treatments. The literature, in contrast to this article, shows that electrodiagnosis is a useful and validated test for spinal disorders. A more detailed response can be found at www.aanem.org/defending-edx.

Disclosures: A. Haig has received funding for travel and speaker honoraria from academic organizations and universities; serves has served on the editorial boards of PM&R, The Spine Journal, Journal of Back and Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation, Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine, and Portuguese Journal of Rehabilitation; is President of Haig et al consultants and has served as a consultant for Center for Health Care Research and Transformation, Jerudong Park Medical Centre, Brunei, and on occasional legal cases; performs electrodiagnostic clinical services and research at the University of Michigan; and has received funding from the NIH and the Center for Health Care Research and Transformation. T. Dillingham has received funding from the NIH. J. Kincaid performs EMG (50% effort) as chief of the EMG laboratories at Indiana University and Indiana University Health. P. Grant reports no disclosures.
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Author Responds: James A. Charles, MD, FAAN, New Jersey Medical School, Newark: Our article1 did not conclude that electrodiagnostic testing for spinal disorders is of little value. We concluded that in a subset of patients with spinal trauma with radicular symptoms (STRS), there is limited evidence to support the use of EMG/nerve conduction studies (NCS). The American Association of Electrodiagnostic Medicine practice parameter for needle electromyographic evaluation of patients with suspected cervical radiculopathy was not a practice parameter offering guidelines for STRS.2 However, the article indicates that the sensitivity of needle EMG was 50% to 71%, an issue we discussed in our article.

Cho et al.3 found that none of the reviewed studies addressed the utility of electrodiagnostic testing in prognosticating outcome or response to treatments. Again, there was no discussion of a subset of patients with STRS.

The masked, double-controlled study using validated reproducible techniques and established norms did indeed find that abnormal paraspinal EMG was 100% specific. This study also found that abnormal paraspinal EMG was 30% sensitive.4 We agree that EMG has also been shown in various situations to detect diseases that mimic spinal disorders. This is why we concluded that EMG/NCS in STRS are indicated when there is a differential diagnosis between a root lesion and a distal neuropathic/myopathic lesion.1
The reaction of Haig et al. to our review has led them to underquote the points of our article, thereby disingenuously recreating our review of the literature into conclusions that we did not make. Good medical practice in patients with spinal trauma with radicular symptoms begins with the history, physical examination, and appropriate imaging study. As neurologists and clinical neurophysiologists, we see countless requests for EMG/NCS in these cases. Our review of the literature focused only on the clinical subject of STRS. We concluded only in this subset of patients that EMG/NCS is indicated and appropriate when there is a differential diagnosis of a root vs a distal neuropathic lesion that cannot be resolved by history, physical examination, and imaging. In the other patients with STRS, after completing the clinical evaluation and integrated imaging, any additional information from EMG/NCS, including paraspinal mapping, will have limited practical clinical usefulness in diagnosis, treatment decision, and prognosis. Our review is relevant and timely to address the epidemic of electrodiagnostic fraud in a scholarly manner and to address uncomfortable and costly unnecessary electrodiagnostic studies. There are cases of STRS that are complex with so many comorbidities that clinical judgment may need bolstering by EMG/NCS. An honest clinician neurologist or physiatrist who is treating patients with STRS should not have fears that our conclusions will lower their income. Relevant studies discuss electrodiagnostic testing and methodology of nerve root function that complements information from history, examination, and imaging studies in patients with radiculopathy, and demonstrate variable sensitivities and specificities due to various timing, anatomical, and comorbidity reasons. However, there are no practice parameters or established guidelines on the clinical utility of EMG/NCS in the evaluation of STRS. Current practice can include a systematic referral to the electrodiagnostic laboratory seeking information about neurologic complaints from STRS, and for preoperative and postoperative diagnostic and prognostic evaluations. This review suggests that such referrals, without clinical or imaging correlates, can be of low yield, notwithstanding the expense and discomfort from testing. It appears that unless there is a clinical differential diagnosis including a peripheral neuropathic/myopathic lesion vs a root lesion that cannot be resolved with the history, neurologic examination, and imaging studies, there is limited evidence to support the use of EMG/NCS in the evaluation, treatment, and prognosis of patients with STRS. Most study sample sizes are small, nonrandomized, or inadequately powered to assess improved outcomes from EMG/NCS studies. Better evidence for utility of EMG/NCS in STRS is required in the form of randomized clinical trials or large-scale outcome studies.
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Contraindications to intravenous rtPA for acute stroke: A critical reappraisal

Damon Fellman, MD, Hackensack University Medical Center, Hackensack, NJ: Drs. Fugate and Rabinstein1 present a compelling discussion regarding the limitations of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) use in the current guidelines, providing evidence that favors expanding the criteria to include patients now outside the guidelines. There is also a need to examine critically whether the guidelines include patients for whom there remains insufficient evidence...
to support use of tPA, specifically the young adult age group. The guidelines appear to recom-
mend use in the 18 to 29 age group based chiefly upon the age criteria for inclusion in the NIH
1995 tPA study. A report by Kissela et al. relates that young adults aged 20 to 44 are 4.1% of the
stroke population. Using the figure as a rough guide, the NIH study of 333 patients is likely to
involve 13 patients age 20 to 44. The number of patients is too small to be conclusive. There is
reason to believe that patients aged 18 to 29 cannot be considered similar to older patients until
the issue has been studied further. The causes of stroke are different if we consider patients under
age 30. One estimate suggests that illicit drug use accounts for more than 10% of stroke in young
adults. There is the lower incidence of hypertension, diabetes, atherosclerotic vascular disease, and
atrial fibrillation. Portions of the brain have not fully matured until the mid-20s. The pace of
recovery from stroke may be different in younger adults, with improvement continuing over a
much more extended time than with older patients. The American Heart Association 2011
guidelines on treatment of stroke in children do not recommend the use of tPA. Should patients
aged 18 to 29 be considered similar to children or to older adults? And, if we are not sure, should
tPA be employed in this age group based on very small numbers of treated patients? From the
Child Neurology Society Ad Hoc Committee on Recognition and Treatment of Stroke in
Children, “we cannot recommend tPA except in the setting of a controlled clinical trial.” It
would seem appropriate for the Food and Drug Administration to revisit the use of tPA for stroke
for patients in their teens or 20s.

Disclosures: The author reports no disclosures.
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Authors Respond: Jennifer E. Fugate, DO, Alejandro A. Rabinstein, MD, Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota: We thank Dr. Fellman for his comments and his interest in
our article. While the cumulative evidence from large clinical trials and observational studies in
the community overwhelmingly supports IV thrombolysis as a benefit to many patients with acute
ischemic stroke, we agree that there are subgroups of patients who may deserve closer scrutiny.
Dr. Fellman questions whether younger acute stroke patients (ages 18–30) should receive IV
recombinant tPA (rtPA) given that the distribution of stroke mechanisms is different among
younger adults compared to the older population. One of the larger studies on this topic compared
3,246 patients aged 18 to 50 years, who were treated with IV rtPA, to 24,425 older patients (51 to
80 years) from the Safe Implementation of Thrombolysis in Stroke–International Stroke Throm-
bolysis Registry. Although the median age was 45 years, there were 234 patients ≤30 years old
included in the younger group. The rate of symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage (sICH) in
patients ≤30 years old was <2% by European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study II criteria. Fur-
thermore, younger patients had significantly higher rates of functional independence (72% vs 55%)
and significantly lower rates of 3-month mortality (5% vs 14%) than their older counterparts.
Approximately one-third of the younger patients had stroke of “other” etiologies apart from one of
the more traditional subgroups of cardioembolism, large-vessel steno-occlusive disease, or lacunar
infarction. Despite this, rates of sICH and rates of good clinical outcome in patients with other
etiologies were comparable to those in the more traditional stroke subtypes. Although the extent to
which the good outcome in young patients depends on IV rtPA or is instead attributable to the
plasticity of a younger brain is not known with certainty, this large retrospective study of a
prospective database showed that IV rtPA can be safely administered to younger adults with acute
ischemic stroke.
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Early diagnosis and treatment of obstructive sleep apnea after stroke: Are we neglecting a modifiable stroke risk factor?

Nitin K. Sethi, MD, New York-Presbyterian Hospital: Davis et al.1 highlight the importance of timely identification of sleep-disordered breathing in patients who have had an acute stroke. In the immediate aftermath of a stroke, patients are frequently obtunded and so it is not unusual for symptoms of sleep-disordered breathing such as snoring, gasping, and choking sensation while asleep and excessive daytime sleepiness to be erroneously attributed to the stroke itself. While obstructive sleep apnea is the most common, central and mixed sleep apnea should be kept in mind especially in patients who have a bulbar stroke. Another unresolved issue is the appropriate time after a stroke when sleep apnea should be diagnosed and treated; the grade of sleep-disordered breathing may spontaneously improve and continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) requirements decrease as the stroke becomes subacute and finally chronic. Repeating the sleep study and, if warranted, retitrating the CPAP a few months after the stroke is prudent.

Disclosures N. Sethi serves as Associate Editor for The Eastern Journal of Medicine.
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Maria Luisa Sacchetti, MD, PhD, Sapienza University, Rome: I read with interest the article by Davis et al. on early diagnosis and treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) after stroke. In the article, the authors exhaustively argue the negative prognostic role of OSA on stroke clinical outcome and on its recurrence, as well as evidence of the positive effect of CPAP on patients’ outcome. The reasons for patients’ adherence to CPAP treatment were oversimplified. The authors neglected that some pathophysiologic mechanisms responsible for sleep-disordered breathing, such as a high loop gain, can be responsible for patients’ unresponsiveness to CPAP.2 In fact, a central sleep apnea–hypopnea can be detected in cases with OSA-hypopnea when treated with CPAP.3 This phenomenon has been reported to occur in stroke patients, and can verify spontaneously in patients with congestive heart failure.4 Since CPAP treatment of stroke cases has given inconclusive results, the question arises whether clinical or diagnostic parameters, or both, are able to predict unresponsive cases; a high loop gain has been proposed as one of those parameters. A schematic representation of proposed responsible mechanisms is reported in the figure.
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Authors Respond: Arielle P. Davis, MD, Martha E. Billings, MD, W.T. Longstreth, Jr, MD, Sandeep P. Khot, MD, Harborview Medical Center, University of Washington, Seattle: We appreciate the responses and agree that sleep-disordered breathing is common after
stroke and often not just simple OSA. In one series of 147 patients admitted to rehabilitation after a first-time stroke, 44% had a respiratory disturbance index \( \geq 10 \), with problems mainly due to obstructive or predominately obstructive events vs predominately central in only 6.1%.\(^5\) Another study of patients with a first-ever stroke (73%) or transient ischemic attack (24%) found that in the first 48 to 72 hours after admission, 72% of patients had an apnea-hypopnea index \( \geq 10 \), with 52.2% having predominantly obstructive events and 38.5% with predominantly central.\(^6\) As Dr. Sethi notes, the best time after stroke to diagnose and treat sleep apnea remains uncertain. Patient adherence to CPAP is highest when patients are treated early and while still on inpatient rehabilitation.\(^7\) While sleep-disordered breathing may improve spontaneously poststroke, OSA usually persists. In the study noted above, sleep studies repeated after 3 months showed substantial reductions in the central apnea index (6.2 to 3.3) when compared to the acute phase, but the obstructive apnea index was unchanged.\(^6\) Thus, repeating sleep studies and retitrating CPAP in the chronic phases poststroke may be justified. Dr. Sacchetti’s letter accurately highlights that CPAP adherence in some cases can be related to pathophysiologic mechanisms such as high loop gain, which effectively leads to excessive ventilatory response to changes in \( \text{Paco}_2 \).\(^8\) High loop gain may result in development of significant central apneas with the application of CPAP in 3% to 20% of patients with OSA, termed complex sleep apnea or CPAP-emergent central sleep apnea.\(^9,10\) While the majority of these central apneas resolve after months of continued therapy, in a minority of patients, 1.5% in one of the largest studies,\(^9\) they persist and contribute to intolerance and ineffectiveness of CPAP.
therapy. It remains difficult to predict which patients have a high loop gain phenotype and are at the highest risk for developing complex sleep apnea refractory to CPAP. While stroke is a known risk factor for central sleep apnea, whether stroke is also a risk factor for high loop gain is unknown. Thus, although complex sleep apnea may limit adherence, whether stroke is associated with an increased risk of this phenomena requires further study.
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ERRATUM
Contraindications to intravenous rtPA for acute stroke: A critical reappraisal

In the article “Contraindications to intravenous rtPA for acute stroke: A critical reappraisal” by A. A. Rabinstein and J.E. Fugate (Neurol Clin Pract 2013;3:177–185), clarification is needed in the summary/introduction. The statistic that 1%–5% of stroke patients are treated with rtPA uses the total of all admitted Medicare patients as the denominator, regardless of the time-to-presentation.1,2 In stroke centers that report data to large registries, the more accurate statistic is closer to 20%.3 The authors regret any confusion.
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